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Using My ass, it will beCUM a primary, recurring part of your dreams and fantasies. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $35.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Ass-notized (28 minutes):

My baby, have you ever dreamed about My flawless ass, maybe after admiring the sun-kissed
skin on My smooth, shapely, SEXY legs?  Do you fully appreciate how special My rounded butt
is? - so smooth, sensual, firm, yet soft.  It exceeds all expectations.  Just look at it, this thing of
divine beauty, a compulsive and sensual masterpiece that leaves all that gaze upon it in awe...
weak, aroused and mesmerized by its graceful movement, Ass-notized to describe it in a single
word.  It beguiles, arouses and steals the minds of those who touch it, caress, squeeze, and
even savor it in more intimate ways... (giggles)

Imagine what it would feel like if I sat on your lap, eyes locked, lost in adoration as your libido
becomes captive to My wanton desires.  I’d just trigger you and turn you into My human
furniture, a personalized seat and ponder how to play and use you next.  Maybe I bind you to
the four corners of My bed and treat you as My personal love slave, Me on top, you buried
beneath My ass with My sexy scent permeating your senses, dropping you deeper into a state
of submissive bliss and making you MINE, forever.

you would do anything for Me just to experience your craving to be used by My ass.  In this
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session I'm going to mind f*ck you so deeply.  Using My ass, it will beCUM a primary, recurring
part of your dreams and fantasies, another fetish that ties you closer to Me, reinforcing that
Domina Shelle will always be the focal point of your existence.

There is no escaping or resisting My powerful domination and control, you are being trained and
conditioned to need more of My brainwashing.  It's a spiral of addiction that you will crave, until
you are perfect for Me, My loyal, devoted, servant, a prized pet that forever dreams of ways to
make Me happy - something W/we both desire!

Reviews

Wednesday, 21 September 2022 

Domina Shelle's perfect sweet ass has been tattooed in my brain for a while at this point. That previous programming meant that Her
image was very firmly stuck in my head from the beginning of this file, making it even more powerful. Body worship sessions are often
some of the sexiest that Domina Shelle creates, and that is definitely the case here. If you aren't an addicted slave to Domina's ass
before this file, you will be before it reaches its conclusion.

Marcus Jetson 

Friday, 19 August 2022 

Hot hot hot. i'm a slave to my Domina's perfect ass. What a fantasy to be in position like i was in this session. omg, i coldn't andle that.

Toni Mäkelä 

Friday, 19 August 2022 

I love this file and had some great dreams after listing to this file. It's an absolute masterpiece 

mars 

Tuesday, 16 August 2022 

Wow i have a new favorite file. Okay this file is only 27 minutes long, but it took me into the deepest trance. Once there the visualizations
that Domina proceeded to fuck my mind with were soon overwhelming and it just lead to an explosive ending. Domina is truly wonderful.
i am so glad that i am owned by Her. i Love, Honor and Obey my Domina Shelle. i am a slave to Her perfect ass. Forever. ?????

Slippery 

Monday, 15 August 2022 

ive dreamt and fantasized all my life in secret of being seduced and sexually Controlled by Strong Beautiful Women, to be under the
mental and physical Control of the Powerful Sex, Women! Domina Shelle Rivers is without doubt Strong, Beautiful Intelligent and
Female Perfection. Her Erotic Hypnosis is Seduction you will not find elsewhere for it is Strong, Powerful and Delicious. Come, open up
and allow yourself to be taken deep into a world of erotic bliss. She will have you begging on your knees to Worship Her ass and so
much more, omg i Wish!
https://twitter.com/ShelleRivers/status/1558480889004408833

Roland 

Sunday, 14 August 2022 

Just when i thought it was impossible to be more infatuated with Domina Shelle She releases Ass-notized. i was already head-over-high
heels in love with Her. i was already completely vulnerable to Her soft velvety voice. And now? Now She has given me an intense fetish
to worship Her perfect sweet ass. It owns me and i have no power to resist. This is permanent and i wouldn't have it any other way. 

Kevin Trafton 

Sunday, 14 August 2022 
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I have always had a passion and obsession for the perfection that is my Domina Shelles perfect a**. But i never considered myself
worthy of even having fantasies about being allowed to touch Her in such a wonderful place. i even feel guilty looking at Her perfect a**
knowing that my slave eyes are not worthy to even look upon such royalty. But in this file, my Owner grants my unworthy thoughts to
dream of kissing Her beautiful a**. Thank You Domina for granting me this privilege. 

Rickey Ratcliff 

Saturday, 13 August 2022 

Sweet Ass Shelle, the first name i ever knew for my beloved Domina. It was true then and it is still true. i have been obsessed by
Domina's Perfect Ass for as long as i have been blessed to have Her in my life. Now as Her contracted slave, She has made my dreams
come true as i am commanded to worship Her Perfect Ass.
Domina, even without this wonderful conditioning session, this slave will always be a willing cushion for You to rest Your Gorgeous,
Perfect, Sexy Ass on.

dileas 

Saturday, 13 August 2022 

i Love, Honor, and Obey Domina Shelle!
i am a slave to her PERFECT ASS!
Omg! Definitely one of the most sexy hypnosis masterpieces Domina Shelle has released yet!!! Domina Shelles ass is undoubtedly
perfect and flawlessly seductive! i would give ANYTHING to be her human furniture!!! Get ready for a sexy and explosive experience that
will addict You to Your Dominas perfection forever!

Bubbles 
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